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On the Verification of Sequential Equivalence
Jie-Hong R. Jiang and Robert K. Brayton, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The state-explosion problem limits formal verifica-
tion on large sequential circuits partly because the sizes of binary
decision diagrams (BDDs) sizes heavily depend on the number of
variables dealt with. In the worst case, a BDD size grows exponen-
tially with the number of variables. Thus, reducing this number
can possibly increase the verification capacity. In particular, this
paper shows how sequential equivalence checking can be done in
the sum state space.

Given two finite state machines 1 and 2 with numbers
of state variables 1 and 2, respectively, conventional formal
methods verify equivalence by traversing the state space of the
product machine with 1 + 2 registers. In contrast, this paper
introduces a different possibility, based on partitioning the state
space defined by amultiplexed machine, which can have merely
max 1 2 + 1 registers. This substantial reduction in state
variables potentially enables the verification of larger instances.
Experimental results show the approach can verify benchmarks
with up to 312 registers, including all of the control outputs of
microprocessor 8085.

Index Terms—binary decision diagram (BDD), equivalence
checking, formal verification, sequential machines, symbolic
techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

SEQUENTIAL equivalence checking plays a crucial role
in very large scale integration design to ensure functional

correctness. It has been greatly advanced since symbolic tech-
niques [4] were used in formal methods based on state-space
traversal. However, these formal methods cannot be scaled
as easily with the increasing complexity of system designs
due to the state explosion problem, which says that the state
space grows exponentially in the number of state variables.
Therefore, recent research [3], [11] has focused on reducing
the number of state variables by retiming [13], with the hope
that verification can be conducted on the reduced circuits. Un-
like these circuit-based transformations, this paper reduces the
register count in the verification construction. Moreover, the
verification itself is structure-independent, that is, neither cir-
cuit similarities nor register correspondences [6] are assumed.

In this paper, we reason about sequential equivalence based
on the fact that two finite state machines (FSMs) are equiva-
lent if, and only if, their initial states are equivalent. To identify
equivalent states of an FSM, binary decision diagrams (BDDs)
[2] were used in [8], [14], and [16] for symbolic execution. The
fixpoint computation in [14] and [16] is carried out on a product
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machine constructed over two identical copies of the FSM. As
shown in [7], when the product machine is constructed over two
FSMs under comparison, the same computation can be used for
sequential equivalence checking. In addition to the approach of
[14] and [16], the computation in [8] for equivalent state iden-
tification is done on the original FSM without constructing a
product machine. However, an-state FSM in [8] is represented
by shared -terminal BDDs. This representation may be ex-
pensive in practice. In contrast, we identify equivalent states by
applying BDD-based functional decomposition [12] to keep the
computation in the original FSM without any special representa-
tion. Since the computation is in a single FSM, we introduce the
multiplexed machine to combine two FSMs into one. Thereby
we can transform the sequential equivalence checking problem
to the state equivalence problem of a multiplexed machine.

Our equivalence checking technique avoids state traversal,
by partitioning the state space based on equivalence relations
among states [10]. Rather than reason about the sequential
equivalence in the product state space of two sequential ma-
chines under comparison, we achieve this attempt in the sum
state space. Compared to product-machine-based verification,
the proposed approach almost halves the number of state vari-
ables. More precisely, checking the equivalence of two-input
FSMs and with and state variables, respectively,
our method can keep the total number of variables to be at most

. Hence,
the sizes of BDDs in our verification technique could be much
smaller than those in product-machine-based techniques.

Unlike previous verification techniques of [4] and [7], the ef-
ficiency of our approach depends heavily on the encountered
number of equivalence classes of states. Since each equivalence
class is represented by a BDD node, our approach is limited to
instances with less than equivalence classes per output.
Fortunately, it is applicable in most practical applications. On
the other hand, because the number of equivalence classes in the
reachable state subspace is an invariant, our technique tends to
be more robust than previous approaches in verifying different
implementations of a design. For high-speed designs, registers
are mostly added to reduce cycle time not to increase the number
of equivalence classes. (For example, backward retiming cannot
increase equivalence classes.) In such designs, our proposed
technique should be preferable to those of [4] and [7].

The contributions of this paper are as follows. We apply
BDD-based functional decomposition to the identification
of equivalent states. Two important consequences are the
elimination of universal and existential quantifications, and
the possible simplification with respect to the reachable state
subspace. To extend the above computation for sequential
equivalence checking, we introduce the multiplexed machine
such that the verification can be done in the sum-state space.
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In addition, several techniques are proposed to enhance the
computational robustness; several properties are analyzed to
contrast different verification techniques.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Prelimi-
naries and definitions are given in Section II. After introducing
the technique for equivalent state identification in Section III,
we present our equivalence checking algorithm in Section IV
and analyze its properties in Section V. Experimental results are
then given in Section VI, and conclusions in Section VII.

II. DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Equivalence Relations and Partitions

An equivalence relationis a binary relation on a set,, sat-
isfying reflexive, symmetric, and transitive laws and induces a
uniquepartition on . The partition is a set
of subsets of such that

• , for all ;
• , for all ;
• .

Each forms anequivalence class. Two elements in the same
class satisfy the equivalence relation, but elements in different
classes do not. For two equivalence relationsand with
partitions and , respectively, if, and only if,
is arefinementof , denoted as , i.e., each equivalence
class of is contained in some equivalence class of. On the
other hand, theproductof two arbitrary partitions, and ,
denoted , is the partition corresponding to the relation

, i.e., two elements are in the same equivalence class of
if, and only if, they are both in one equivalence class of

as well as in one of .
An FSM1 is a six-tuple ( , , , , , ), where is the set of

states, the initial state, the set of input/output alphabets,
the transition function, and the output function.

For a Moore machine, ; for a Mealy machine,
. Given an FSM , its output and transition functions

define an equivalence relation, denoted , and, thus, induce
a partition, denoted , over the state space of .

In this paper, we concentrate on equivalence relations on a
set of states. Two states and are equivalent, satisfying

, if, and only if, by using them as initial states, no
input sequence can result in different output sequences. To ap-
proximate state equivalence, we define a-equivalence relation,
denoted , and say two states and are -equivalent, sat-
isfying , if, and only if, they are indistinguishable
under all input sequences with length up to. Also, say two
states (or FSMs) are-distinguishableif is the shortest length
of the input sequences that differentiate them. We denote the
partition associated with as . To derive from the
approximation, we have if for large
enough , that is, a fixpoint has been reached. Similarly, we de-
fine a -equivalence relation, denoted as . Two states
and satisfy if, and only if, by using them as ini-
tial states, the outputsat the th stepare equal for any length-
input sequence. The corresponding partition of is denoted

. By definition, we can derive the following lemma.

1This paper only considers completely specified deterministic FSMs.

Lemma 1: For a Moore machine and ,
if, and only if,

for any for some and
if, and only if, .

For a Mealy machine and ,
if, and only if,

for any for some ,
and if, and only if,

.
Proof: The base cases are direct results of the definition.

Now we show the connection between and . There
exists a length- input sequence to distinguish two states

and at the output of the st step if, and only if,
and are in different equivalence classes of . Therefore,
two states, say and , cannot be distinguished at the output
of the th step if, and only if, their successor states, i.e.,
and , are in the same equivalence class of for any

.
The connection between and is indicated in Propo-

sition 1.
Proposition 1: For an FSM , two states are in the same

equivalence class defined by if, and only if, they are in the
same equivalence class of , of and of .

B. Functional Decomposition

In this paper, we adopt functional decomposition [17] for par-
titioning the state space to identify equivalent states and to verify
sequential equivalence. In functional decomposition, variables
of a Boolean function are divided into two disjoint subsets, the
bound setand thefree set. In BDD-based functional decompo-
sition [12], bound set variables are ordered above free set ones.
A cutset of a BDD is the set of (downward) edges which cross
the boundary defined by the bound set and free set variables. A
BDD node is called anequivalence nodeif there exists an edge

directed to it.
For a Boolean function , we can interpret the spec-

ification of the bound set variables and free set variables
as a partition over the space spanned by, denoted . That
is, the set of all paths from the root of a BDD to an equiva-
lence node forms an equivalence class. Each such set represents
a subspace of . Two minterms and in are equiva-
lent under arbitrary assignments of the free set variables, i.e.,

, if, and only if, their corresponding
paths in the BDD lead to the same equivalence node.

Given a set of Boolean functions which do
not necessarily have common supports, we can always expand
these to the same Boolean space spanned by the union of
the input variables of all functions. Let the bound set vari-
ables be . Then, the free set variables are all variables
excluding those in . Suppose we want to find the equivalence
classes of the minterms in, such that two minterms and

are equivalent under arbitrary assignments of all other
variables, i.e., , , if, and only
if, these two minterms are in the same equivalence class.
To represent equivalence classes by a BDD as in the single
function case, we can construct ahyperfunction [9] of

by adding , new free set binary variables,
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, to encode these functions. Assume the overall free set
variables become . Thus, two minterms and in
have if, and only if, their corre-
sponding paths in the BDD of lead to the same equivalence
node.

III. I DENTIFICATION OF STATE EQUIVALENCE

To find a minimum state FSM equivalent to a given one,
equivalent states are identified. Since each state in an equiva-
lence class (of reachable states) can represent the entire class,
the number of states of the minimum state FSM equals the
number of the equivalence classes of the original FSM. This
section proposes a more direct approach than those of [14] and
[16] to locate equivalent states, in the sense that we deal with
equivalence classes instead of equivalence relations. Given an
FSM, we show that BDD-based functional decomposition can
be exploited to extract equivalence classes of states.

Our approach seems conceptually similar to that in [8], where
an FSM with states is represented byshared -terminal
BDDs. However, functional decomposition does not apply in
this representation. As a result, the basic operations are of fun-
damental difference. Moreover, since our computation operates
directly on the output and transition functions, it is representa-
tively more efficient than the previous work.

A. State Equivalence Versus Functional Decomposition

In the base cases, for a Moore machine and
for a Mealy machine, output function plays the

central role, as indicated in Lemma 1. Examining the case for a
Moore machine , we can see that serves directly as the char-
acteristic function for . On the other hand, the characteristic
function of of a Mealy machine is not clearly indicated
by . We relate BDD-based functional decomposition to the
computation of this characteristic function. In general,is com-
posed of a set of binary functions . According
to Section II-B, we have to construct the hyperfunctionof

. The supports of consist of three parts: state
variables , primary inputs , and new added variablesfor en-
coding the output functions. Letbe the bound set variables and
the rest be the free set. Accordingly, the equivalence nodes of the
BDD of represent the equivalence classes of. Paths from
the root to an equivalence node are states in a corresponding
equivalence class. At this point, we can ignore the functions
represented by these equivalence nodes. That is, we can get
rid of the BDD structures below these nodes. By reencoding
these nodes using alphabet, (introducing bi-
nary variables suffices to reexpress equivalence nodes be-
cause variables can generate at leastdifferent
functions, i.e., nodes in a BDD), we can have a characteristic
function for of a Mealy machine , .

Playing a similar trick, we show how to compute the char-
acteristic function of , or 2 for a Moore or Mealy
machine respectively. Assume is the characteristic
function derived from the last iteration (for both types of ma-
chines). Then, the composition function , i.e., ,
plays exactly the same role asin a Mealy machine, from which
we have shown how to derive a characteristic function of.

Fig. 1. AlgorithmCompNewPartition: Compute new partition.

Consequently, by functional decomposition of the hyperfunc-
tion of , we have a characteristic function of for Moore
and for Mealy machine . The algorithm is summarized
in Fig. 1. The function call is denoted as .
By Lemma 1, we can derive the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Given the characteristic function of
and as the function to be composed,

generates the characteristic function of
, where for Moore (Mealy) machine .

B. Algorithm for Equivalent State Identification

To identify equivalent states, we have to computeuntil it
equals ; then . Theorem 2 provides three alter-
natives to derive . Its proof is supported by Lemma 2, which
is restated as Lemma 3.

Lemma 2: Consider an FSM with transition function
. Let and be two arbitrary partitions on . For

, , and are in the same equivalence
class of and of for any if, and only if,
and are in the same equivalence class of for any

.
Proof: Let and be the corresponding equivalence

relations of and , respectively.
The condition we have implies

, , 2, . Thus, , .
Since is the equivalence relation of , the proof
follows.

From , , we obtain
, , 2, . That is, and

are in the same equivalence class ofand of for
any .

Lemma 3: For an FSM with transition function ,
assume and are two partitions over the state
space. Let , , and be the characteristic
functions of , and , respectively. For
characteristic functions ,

, and
, their corresponding partitions

satisfy .
Theorem 2: Given an FSM , for a positive integer

(1)

if is a Moore machine
if is a Mealy machine

(2)

(3)
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Fig. 2. Algorithm IDES1: Identify equivalent states (1).

Fig. 3. Algorithm IDES2: Identify equivalent states (2).

where if, and only if, and
are in the same equivalence class of for any

.
Proof: We prove these equations by the order (3), (2), (1).

Equation (3): By the definition of , states in an equiv-
alence class are indistinguishable under length-input
sequences. According to Proposition 1, no outputs at steps from
0 to can distinguish two states if, and only if, the states lie in
the same equivalence class of , of and of .
Thus, by Lemma 2, the states stay in the same equivalence
class of .

Equation (2): Following the result of (3), we get
. Suppose we use the char-

acteristic function of and transition function as the
inputs to . By Theorem 1 and Lemma 3,
the output of the algorithm is , that is, the characteristic
function of for a Moore machine or of

for a Mealy machine. Make a product
partition with the initial partition induced by the outputs. We
derive . (Note that is redundant for a Mealy machine.)

Equation (1): By expressing and in the product
forms of s as in the proof of (2), the equation follows.

Based on (1)–(3) to derive , Figs. 2–4 sketch three algo-
rithms, denoted as IDES1, IDES2, and IDES3, respectively. In
these pseudocodes, “combine” a set of characteristic functions
means using the procedure in Fig. 1 exceptis the hyperfunc-
tion of the set of characteristic functions.

Fig. 4. Algorithm IDES3: Identify equivalent states (3).

These algorithms terminate in a finite number of iterations.
IDES1 and IDES2 converge because the partitions over finite
states are refined continuously and the number of equivalence
classes grows monotonically. On the other hand, becausein
general is not a refinement of , IDES3 cannot simply de-
termine the fixpoint by comparing the numbers of equivalence
nodes in and . Therefore, it is more expensive to do
fixpoint analysis. In general, one should check whether or not
new equivalence classes are created over previous partitions.

Although Figs. 2 and 3 look quite similar, the major differ-
ence is in combining two characteristic functions in Line 7 and
Line 8, respectively. Despite keeping one more characteristic
function, IDES2 could require less memory than IDES1 be-
cause has a simpler BDD representation than . On the
other hand, although IDES3 keeps all the characteristic func-
tions along iterations, it has maximal flexibility to arrange the
combination of them to reduce peak memory consumption.

C. Robust Equivalent State Identification

The limitations of equivalent state identification using BDD-
based functional decomposition result from the explicit repre-
sentation of equivalence classes and the restricted BDD variable
ordering. In this section, we propose some possible techniques
to reduce BDD sizes.

Using any underestimated unreachable states as the don’t
care set, we can assign each such unreachable state to any
equivalence class of reachable states. This flexibility enables
the simplification of characteristic functions. However, because
these algorithms use the number of equivalence classes to
decide fixpoints, the number of equivalence classes with solely
unreachable states should be kept as a constant during the
iterations. (Note that if unreachable states are not used as
don’t cares, there is no such restriction.) Otherwise, we have
to complicate the fixpoint condition by testing if an equivalence
class is contained in the don’t care set. Claim 1 shows BDD
constrain [5] is a good simplification operator satisfying this
requirement. On the contrary, BDDrestrict [5] violates it.
However, a BDDrestrict followed by aconstrain is a good
operation.

Claim 1: Given a Boolean function with bound set
and free set variables and , respectively, assume is the
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space spanned by. Let be the characteristic function of the
care set of . Then,constrain( , ) eliminates all equivalence
nodes whose corresponding equivalence classes are contained
in the don’t care set, and preserves all other equivalence nodes.

Proof: Since BDD structures below equivalence nodes are
irrelevant, we can think of to be another function ,
where is the set of equivalence nodes. As has
its range equal to the image TRUE ,
equivalence nodes not in this image disappear from the range
and those in this image remain in the range. (On the other hand,
the restrict operator could increaseto , . Although
equivalence nodes in the original image are kept, some with
solely unreachable states might exist.)

To reduce the impact of the restricted BDD variable ordering,
we can use the following strategy. Within the allowed threshold
of a BDD size, find the variable ordering such that the lowest
state variable is as high as possible. Treat this variable and
those above it as bound set variables; all others are the free set
ones. Then, compact the BDD such that every node under the
cutset is an equivalence node. Work on the new smaller BDD,
and apply variable reordering to it based on the same strategy,
incrementally throwing away unnecessary variables. On the
other hand, since this ordering restriction emerges only from
functional decomposition, arbitrary ordering can be used in
other BDD manipulations. This restricted ordering is needed
only when counting the number of equivalence classes and in
constraining BDD with respect to the reachable state subspace.

Directly building a single hyperfunction of a set of (binary)
functions may be impractical. Fortunately, this can
be avoided by computing equivalence classes incrementally. For
instance, first perform functional decomposition on. For each
resultant equivalence class, use it as the care set and others as the
don’t care set. Hence, there is a greater chance to build a hyper-
function for the simplified functions of . (If it fails, we
can deepen the recursion level to extract more don’t cares.) Con-
ducting functional decomposition on it, the equivalence classes
in the care set are encoded using new binary functions. In this
way, BDD sizes are kept small. This approach trades time for
memory.

We can also explore flexibility to reduce a partition before
using it to compute a new partition. Given two partitions
and , we say any satisfying
is a reduced partition of with respect to . In particular, a
simpler reduced partition, whose characteristic function has a
smaller BDD size, is of interest. Theorem 3 states the validity
of this flexibility.

Proposition 2: If holds for two partitions and
, there exists a partition such that .
Lemma 4: Assume partitions , , and satisfy

. If any satisfies , then .
Proof: By and Proposition 2, assume there exists

a partition such that . For , we
derive , i.e., .

Assume, after certain iterations of refinement, the overall
(product) partition is . Let be a new (not overall) partition
after one more iteration, and let be a reduced partition of
with respect to any , such that . (Let denote the
characteristic function of for any subscript .) We have

Theorem 3: For and
, equality

holds.
Proof: Let denote the characteristic function of

, for any subscripts and . In addition, is
used to denote the partition with characteristic function

, for any partition with character-
istic function .

By the definition of a reduced partition, .
Since , equation holds, according to
Lemma 4. So, . From Lemma 3, we get

. Since and ,
then . Also, from Theorem 2,

. Hence, by Lemma 4, .
In the light of Theorem 3, an algorithm can be implemented

by modifying IDES2 and IDES3 as follows. Keep a set of char-
acteristic functions to represent the overall partition. Compute
new partitions based only on an essential partition, which con-
sists of equivalence classes that refine the previous overall parti-
tion. In this manner, the BDD size is kept small and the iterative
computation is sped up.

IV. V ERIFICATION OF SEQUENTIAL EQUIVALENCE

The proposed technique can be applied for sequential veri-
fication. The following two propositions form the basis of our
equivalence checking. The first states a property that two equiv-
alent FSMs must have.

Proposition 3: Given two equivalent FSMs and with
sets of equivalence classes and , respectively, assume
expunging unreachable states from and results in
and , respectively. Then, there exists a bijection

, where reflects the state isomorphism of with .
On the other hand, to show the equivalence between two

FSMs, Proposition 4 gives necessary and sufficient conditions.
Proposition 4: and , with initial states and , re-

spectively, are equivalent if, and only if, there exists a bijec-
tion ( reflects the state isomorphism of

with ), and with and
.

Based on Proposition 4, we can extend the identification of
state equivalence to sequential equivalence checking. In order
to pose the problem of verification as the identification of state
equivalence, the multiplexed machine is introduced.

A. Multiplexed Machine

To check equivalence between two FSMs and with
and registers, respectively, assume without loss of gen-

erality . Their multiplexed machine, denoted , is
depicted in Fig. 5. The two FSMs share the same primary inputs.
Their corresponding outputs are multiplexed as a set of global
primary outputs. To minimize the state variables of , for
every next state variable of , we pair it arbitrarily with one of

. This pair is then multiplexed before being fed to a register,
whose output is then demultiplexed to recover the current state
variables for and . In addition, one self-looped auxiliary
state variable (aux) is added which controls all multiplexers and
demultiplexers as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 5. The
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Fig. 5. Multiplexed machine.

value of aux remains the same as its initial value. Let se-
lect and when 2 has values 0 and 1, respectively. No
matter what the initial value ofaux is, the multiplexed machine
functions the same as and , if they are equivalent. In the
verification, we can imagine thatauxis in a superposition status,
possessing values 0 and 1 simultaneously. (Note that, without
changing its functionality, the multiplexed machine can be sim-
plified by omitting the demultiplexers. That is, replacing each
demultiplexer, we directly connect its input to outputs. Also it is
worth mentioning that choosing any subset of the next state vari-
ables of to be paired is valid. Suppose, in the extreme case,
we choose an empty subset. Then,auxand the multiplexers for
outputs are unnecessary. The multiplexed machine, therefore,
degenerates into two separate machines. The corresponding ver-
ification is discussed in Section IV-E.)

B. Algorithm for Sequential Equivalence Checking

Given two FSMs and with initial states2 and
, respectively, without loss of generality assume their multi-

plexed machine selects while auxequals zero
(1). Their equivalence can be verified based on Lemma 5, a
consequence of Proposition 4.

Lemma 5: and are equivalent if, and only if,
has at least one reachable state withaux bit 0 and at least one
with 1 in every equivalence class containing any reachable state,
and has initial states ( with aux 0 and with aux 1) in the
same equivalence class.

Proof: Assume reflects the state isomor-
phism between and . Let , for
and . Then, after adding theauxbit, original reachable
states (including initial states) and must be
within the same equivalence class of . Thus, every equiv-
alence class of containing any reachable state must have
at least one (withaux0) contributed from and one (withaux
1) from .

By iterative refinement of the state space as in the identi-
fication of state equivalence, equivalence classes of states for

can be derived whenever the fixpoint has been reached.

2To simplify the discussion, we assume each FSM has a single initial state.
This can be straightforwardly generalized to a set of initial states.

Fig. 6. Algorithm: Verify sequential equivalence.

According to Lemma 5, both conditions are checked. However,
the first condition implies that we need to know reachable states
of both and . Fortunately, the first condition is redundant,
i.e., as long as the second condition is satisfied, so is the first.
This property is stated in Theorem 4. As a result, reachability
analysis can be completely eliminated.

Theorem 4: and are equivalent if, and only if,
has initial states, namely with aux0 and with aux1, within
the same equivalence class.

Proof: By contradiction, we show that the first condition
in Lemma 5 is redundant. Assume has initial states in the
same equivalence class, and there exists an equivalence class

containing reachable states all withauxbits 0 (or 1, it does not
matter). Therefore, . For any reachable state of, there
must be a reachable state, say, (with auxbit 0) that transitions
to it. This transition makeshave no equivalent reachable states
from . Therefore, the equivalence class containinghas all
reachable states withauxbits 0. Continuing this argument, we
conclude that must exclude the state, with aux1. Hence,
a contradiction arises.

Further, rather than checking that the condition of Theorem 4
is satisfied in the overall partition of the state space, validity can
be verified on the new partition at each iteration. The correct-
ness of this variant is based on Proposition 1. As the BDD rep-
resentation of the current partition is obtained, it is of linear time
complexity in the number of state variables to test if two initial
states are within the same equivalence class. Consequently, this
checking can be done efficiently in each iteration. Fig. 6 out-
lines the overall procedure for sequential equivalence checking.

Remark: In theory, FSMs can be verified simultaneously
by introducing auxiliary state variables to control
the -to-1 multiplexers of their corresponding multiplexed
machine.

C. Robust Sequential Equivalence Checking

To make the verification procedure more robust, the tech-
niques and restrictions listed in Section III-C are also applicable
here. Instead of repeating them, this section is concerned with
those that are particular to verification.

Verifying each primary output and/or characteristic function
separately could substantially reduce the number of encoun-
tered equivalence classes. The numbers of equivalence classes
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induced by individual primary outputs may be exponentially
smaller than those induced by all of the primary outputs. The
correctness of this separation is inferred from Lemma 2. It is
interesting to notice that the cone of inference reduction has
been automatically taken care of due to this separation, i.e., ir-
relevant state variables with respect to the considered primary
output disappear.

Although reachability analysis is unnecessary, any underesti-
mation of unreachable states of and/or can be used as
a don’t care set to simplify BDD expressions and to reduce un-
necessary state refinements. Theorem 5 shows the accuracy of
such simplification and the maximal don’t care set for the mul-
tiplexed machine. However, as mentioned in Section III-C, the
fixpoint condition should be preserved to ensure the algorithm
terminates.

Theorem 5: The equivalence condition of and is in-
variant under don’t care simplification by unreachable states of

, that is, unreachable states of with aux0 together with
those of with aux1.

Proof: Because state transition is irrelevant to the sim-
plification of characteristic functions of partitions, the proof
of Theorem 4 still holds.

Assume that the sets of reachable (unreachable) states of
and are and , respectively. Let be the aux-
iliary state variable. Then, the reachable states of is

. Its complement is

.
Besides don’t care simplification, the partitioned state space

can be reduced further according to the following theorem.
Theorem 6: Let be the partition associated with the

-equivalence relation of . Then, equivalence checking is
invariant under the reduction of by collapsing the set

of equivalence classes
into one equivalence class and collapsing

into another.
Proof: It is clear that and are equivalent only if the

collapsed equivalence classes are unreachable from the initial
states. Also, if the condition holds for all , then and

are equivalent.
Since we collapse the equivalence classes ofand of

separately, states from one machine which have transitions to
these equivalence classes do not have corresponding equivalent
states from the other machine. Besides, as state transition rela-
tions are not affected by the collapsing, the equivalence relation
among other states, which cannot transition to these equivalence
classes, remains intact. Hence, the verification is invariant under
this reduction.

Corollary 1: For two FSMs and with and
equivalence classes, respectively, the number of equiv-

alence classes can be kept at most in
our sequential equivalence checking with the use of the
collapsing process in Theorem 6. Hence, the number of
variables introduced to generate equivalence nodes is at
most . Assume the -input
FSMs and have and state variables, re-
spectively. Then, by verifying each output separately, the
total number of variables in our verification is at most

.
In the construction of the multiplexed machine, a multiplexer,

selecting state variables, pairs a state variable fromwith any
unpaired one from . Since this pairing is arbitrary (and, thus,
can be adaptively changed on-the-fly), an optimization problem
is to maximize the BDD sharing between and , and to
simplify the consequent BDD manipulations. Heuristics can be
derived based on the cone of inference reduction and functional
similarity. The former pairs two state variables which are sup-
ports of two similar sets of primary outputs; the latter pairs two
state variables with similar transition functionalities. In the ex-
treme case, when comparing two identical copies of an FSM, we
can possibly reduce the BDD such that it is as if there is only
one machine.

D. Error Tracing and Shortest Distinguishing Sequence

Given two states and which are -distinguishable at an
output of an FSM , this section illus-
trates how to derive a length-input sequence differentiating
them.

Since and are -distinguishable, their corresponding
BDD paths lead to different equivalence nodes in some char-
acteristic function at theth refinement. Let the functions rep-
resented by these two BDD nodes beand . (Notice that
and should be the functions before reencoding and simplifi-
cation mentioned in Section III-A.) Then, any solution, say,
to ( XOR ) provides the th distinguishing input vector. On
the other hand, two states and
are -distinguishable. They result in the distinguishability
of and at the th refinement. Similarly, the st dis-
tinguishing input vector can be obtained. Repeating this process
backward, one can derive a shortest distinguishing sequence to
trace an error.

E. State-Space Partitioning on Separate Machines

The multiplexed machine is not the only construction that
extends state equivalence to machine equivalence. To prove the
equivalence of and , the state variables can be kept dis-
jointed while the inputs are shared. Therefore, their state spaces
are partitioned separately, but simultaneously, by maintaining
two sets of shared BDDs during functional decomposition.
Again, they are equivalent if, and only if, their initial states lead
to the same equivalence node when the fixpoint is reached.

In the case of the multiplexed machine, state variables of
and are merged by multiplexers. As mentioned in Sec-

tion IV-C, the register pairing affects the cone of inference and
BDD manipulations. By state-space partitioning on separate
machines, the interference among state variables is removed.
However the major drawback is that there is no BDD sharing
between and above the cutset. Notice that, although
the number of state variables in this case is the same as for the
product machine, the verification is still in the sum state space.

F. State-Space Partitioning on Product Machine

Verification by state-space partitioning works for the product
machine as well. It can be done by slight modifications of [14]
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and [16], previously known as the backward state traversal [7].
We refer to it as state-space partitioning on the product machine.

When compared to state-space partitioning on the multi-
plexed machine, this approach has more flexibility in BDD
variable ordering. However, this flexibility prevents simplifi-
cation by therestrict or constrainoperator with respect to the
reachable states because this might corrupt the represented
equivalence relation.

V. ANALYSIS

This section consists of two parts. First, some verification
properties, independent of the implementation of a design, are
analyzed. Second, we discuss circuit implementation related ef-
fects on the sequential equivalence checking problem.

A. Implementation-Independent Aspects

Given an FSM taking a total of iterations in state-space
partitioning, itspartition structureis defined as an ordered se-
quence , where denotes the accumu-
lated number of equivalence classes at theth iteration. Thus,

, for , and .
Theorem 7: Any two equivalent FSMs must have the same

partition structure in their reachable state subspace.
Proof: Assume two equivalent FSMs and have sets

of equivalence classesand , respectively, in their reachable
state subspace. Therefore, according to Proposition 3, there ex-
ists a bijection .

Suppose and have different partition structures. Since
the state space is continuously refined in fixpoint computation,
there must exist- and -distinguishable state pairs (, )
and ( , ), respectively, such that , ,

, , and . Let
and be the transition functions of and , respectively.
Then, pairs
must be at least -distinguishable and at least
one of them is -distinguishable. Similarly,

are
at least -distinguishable and at least one of them,
say ( , ), is -distinguishable. Let be the input
such that . Also, let

. Suppose
and . Then, and

. Now, since ( , ) is at least -dis-
tinguishable and , we are ready to have
recursive reasoning for ( , ) and ( , ). At some point
of the recursion, we will reach the situation that (, ) can
be differentiated by some output while (, ) can not. This
violates the base cases of Lemma 1. Hence,and must
have the same partition structure.

Therefore, partition structures in reachable state subspace
form a signature for equivalent FSMs. This may not be true for
the entire state space. However, even without the knowledge of
state reachability, the following holds.

Theorem 8: Given two FSMs and converging in
and steps respectively in state-space partitioning, their product
machine converges in no more than steps in state-
space partitioning.

Proof: In state-space partitioning, the product machine
has state “equivalence relation” over (ordered) pairs of
states, ( , ) with and , where and are
the sets of states of and respectively. Notice that
may not satisfy reflexive and symmetric laws. Nevertheless,
the transitive law holds for the ordered pairs of states. Since
the transitive law is maintained during the fixpoint computa-
tion, it is clear that once one machine converges, so does the
product machine. On the other hand, this state-partitioning
procedure does not refine the state subspace

.
Hence, it could converge in less than steps.

Theorem 9: Given two FSMs and converging in
and steps respectively in state-space partitioning, then their
multiplexed machine converges in exactly steps in
state-space partitioning. With the state space reduced by The-
orem 6 in each iteration, the computation converges in the same
step as the state-space partitioning on their product machine.

Proof: The construction of the multiplexed machine is de-
signed to match corresponding equivalence classes between
and . State-space partitioning on the combined machine has
no effect on the partition of the state subspace spanned by any in-
dividual FSM. Once each subspace of and has reached
a fixpoint in state partitioning, so has the space of their com-
bined machine. Therefore, the combined machine converges in
exactly steps.

When the state space is reduced by Theorem 6 in each itera-
tion, the fixpoint computation does not refine the state subspace
spanned by the collapsed equivalence classes. The state space
is partitioned in the same way as that of the product machine.
Hence, the multiplexed and product machines converge in the
same step in state-space partitioning.

In contrast, for state traversal of an FSM, although we can
similarly define atraversal structureto be the sequence of num-
bers of reached states, we can not use it as a signature. More-
over, even if the traversal depths for two FSMs are known, they
merely provide a lower bound on the depth of the product ma-
chine. No strong argument like Theorems 8 and 9 is possible.

The following theorem shows the connection between the
number of refinements in state partitioning and the depth of state
traversal.

Theorem 10:Given two -distinguishable FSMs and
, both state-traversal and state-partition-based approaches

differentiate them at theth step.
Proof: Since state traversal on the product machine of

and implicitly enumerates all possible transitions, clearly
any discrepancy can be observed in the shortest steps.

On the other hand, for state partitioning, since the initial states
from and must be -distinguishable in the combined
machine of and . The theorem follows.

As a consequence, Corollary 2 follows.
Corollary 2: Given two FSMs and , let be their

product machines. Assumeis the number of refinements in
state partitioning on , and is the depth of state traversal
on . Then, is an upper bound on the number of
iterations required for equivalence checking.

In other words, following Corollary 2, if , we can con-
clude the equivalence of and in refinements of state
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partitioning on . Similarly, if , their equivalence can
be confirmed in steps of state traversal on . Also, Corol-
lary 3 follows immediately from Theorem 8.

Corollary 3: Given two FSMs, and , converging in
and steps respectively in state-space partitioning, their equiv-
alence can be concluded in no more than steps in
state partitioning on their multiplexed machine.

B. Implementation-Dependent Aspects

Retiming [13] is an important technique in sequential circuit
optimization. There are two types of atomic moves in retiming,
namely forward (from inputs to outputs) moves and backward
(from outputs to inputs) moves across functional blocks. Here
we investigate their effects on the number of equivalence classes
in the state space. Suppose an FSMis retimed from another
FSM using only backward moves across a functional block
with function , where and are the state
spaces of and respectively. (Equivalently is retimed
from using forward moves across the functional block with
function .)

Proposition 5: Two states and of are equivalent,
i.e., , if, and only if, their corresponding states
and of are equivalent, i.e., .

Proposition 6: If , then the corresponding states
of , , , and in the multiplexed machine of

and are in the same equivalence class of .
Theorem 11:The number of equivalence classes of is not

greater than that of .
Proof: Since is a total function, i.e., is well defined

for all states of , the theorem follows from Proposition 5.
Theorem 12:The number of equivalence classes of is

greater than that of if, and only if, there exists a stateof
such that and , .
Proof: The theorem follows from Proposition 5.

Similar arguments of Theorems 11 and 12 were used in [19]
for the discussion of the validity of retiming.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the VIS [1] environment, we compared three equiv-
alence checking techniques, namely: state traversal on the
product machine (STPM); state partitioning on the product
machine (SPPM); and state partitioning on the multiplexed
machine (SPMM). The experiments were conducted on a Linux
machine with a Pentium III XEON 700-MHz CPU and 2-Gb
RAM.

For STPM and SPPM, the VIS sequential verification com-
mand is used. Dynamic variable reordering is turned on and the
hybrid method [15], considered the state-of-the-art technique
for image computation, is used. For SPMM, variable reordering
is enabled when appropriate.

To demonstrate the relative power of the three techniques,
we first compare a set of benchmark circuits against them-
selves. (Although combinational checking suffices in this
circumstance, we are only interested in sequential methods.) In
general, combinational equivalence checking should be tried in
situations where there is structural similarity. The techniques
of this paper aim at situations where there is no such similarity.

TABLE I
PROFILES OFBENCHMARK CIRCUITS

The self-comparison benchmarks are used to compare the
methods on a large set of examples. Care is taken not to exploit
similarity by using a method for pairing state variables which
considers only the cones of inference of the primary outputs.
To further emphasize that no similarity is being exploited, a
second set of experiments is done comparing circuits against
their retimed versions.

An argument detailing why self-comparison is sufficient for
the experiments is Proposition 3, which states that two different
implementations and must have corresponding equiv-
alence classes in the reachable set of states. Thus, the reach-
able state spaces of , , and all have the same
number of equivalence classes. Also, even if and have
incomparable numbers of equivalence classes in the whole state
spaces, by Corollary 1, the number of equivalence classes en-
countered by SPMM is at most , where is the
number of equivalence classes of , , 2. Thus, conclu-
sions drawn from self-comparison experiments should remain
valid for general comparisons.

In Tables I and II, we provide the characteristics of the
benchmark circuits, then the empirical results in Tables III and
IV. Table I gives the profiles of the selected benchmarks from
ISCAS’89, LGSYNTH’91, TEXAS’97, VIS, and TEXAS.
Columns 2–4 indicate the number of inputs, outputs, and
registers respectively. In addition, the number of reachable
states and the corresponding traversal depth are provided in
Column 5. (Here, we reset uninitialized state variables to zero.)
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TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OFEQUIVALENCE CLASSES OFBENCHMARK CIRCUITS

Also, the information of equivalence classes is included
in Table II. As mentioned in Section IV-C, we can verify
sequential equivalence by examining each primary output
separately instead of treating them as a whole. The advantage
is that we can reduce the peak memory requirements recording
encountered equivalence classes. To provide strong evidence,
Table II contains two parts of data. The first part, “Overall
Partition,” in Columns 2 and 3 shows the number of equiva-
lence classes induced by all primary outputs. The number in
the following parentheses indicates the depth of refinement
in the corresponding fixpoint computation. In contrast, the
second part, “Worst Partial Partition,” in Columns 4 and 5
lists the largest number of equivalence classes induced by
some primary output. The number in the following parentheses
indicates the maximum depth of refinement among all outputs.
Circuit is an example of where separating verification
tasks for each output makes a substantial reduction in the
number of encountered equivalence classes. In the extreme
case, the number of equivalence classes induced by all outputs
can be exponentially (in the number of outputs) larger than
those induced by individual outputs. Usually, the separation of
verification tasks lengthens the required refinement. However,
as BDD manipulations could be simplified substantially, the
runtime can still be reduced in most cases. Further, within each
part, we compare the number (in the column marked “whole”)

TABLE III
SEQUENTIAL EQUIVALENCE CHECKING BETWEENIDENTICAL CIRCUITS

of equivalence classes in the whole state space to the number
(in the column marked “reach”) of equivalence classes in the
reachable subspace. As can be seen, in most instances, this
subset is fairly small when compared to the entire space. Since
SPMM directly benefits from these reductions, it can easily
verify some large instances which are unverifiable for STPM
and SPPM as indicated in Tables III and IV, where the results
for SPPM and STPM report the best of verifying combined
outputs and verifying each output separately. From experience,
SPPM has better results in verifying combined outputs for
most circuits while SPMM has the opposite results. This might
be explained by the fact that the performance of SPPM is
not directly related to the encountered number of equivalence
classes, while that of SPMM is.

From the experiment in Table III, we observe that, for
SPMM, using a monolithic BDD as a characteristic function
suffices for all verifiable benchmarks. The only exception is

, where an array of characteristic functions needs to be
maintained. Because using multiple characteristic functions
usually complicates the fixpoint computation, it is in general
more time consuming. Also, we find that SPMM takes more time
than STPM and SPPM for circuits, such as , ,
etc., with numerous equivalence classes and deep refining
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TABLE IV
SEQUENTIAL EQUIVALENCE CHECKING BETWEEN DIFFERENTIMPLEMENTATIONS OFSAME DESIGN

processes. It is understandable because SPMM enumerates
each equivalence class in every refining process.

For circuits like , where the depths of traversal and
refinement are both exponential in the size of inputs, none of
the three techniques is competent. However, for , since
the depth of refinement is half of that of traversal, SPPM is about
twice as fast as STPM. Notice that, as analyzed in Section V-A,
although the product machine has a traversal depth of 65 535
(due to self-comparison), we can conclude the equivalence by
traversing states at the 32 768th step even before the fixpoint is
reached.

For the and series of circuits, where depths are
shallow, STPM and SPPM perform much better than SPMM,
which needs to take care of numerous equivalence classes as
listed in Table II. On the other hand, for circuits, as dis-
cussed in [7], SPPM has a polynomial complexity in input sizes
while STPM has an exponential one. In comparison, SPPM is
the best choice for these cases.

Circuits and are another extreme, which have a
few equivalence classes. SPMM verifies them quite easily while
both STPM and SPPM fail. In general, for control logic, SPMM
performs much better than the other two. Microprocessor
is an example, where SPMM verifies all the outputs except for
the 16 for the address bus. (The results of in Tables II
and III exclude these unverifiable outputs.) Other examples
are , , and .
On the other hand, due to the large number of outputs in

, , , , etc., SPMM
takes a long time to verify them because it processes each
output once at a time. Fortunately, these tasks can be parallelly
verified to minimize the total completion time.

In Table IV, the equivalence between a circuit and its
retimed implementation is checked. Retimed circuits were
obtained by using SIS [18], except for TEXAS benchmarks,

, and . Other circuits, which
are included in Table III but absent from Table IV, either take
too long for SIS to retime, or have incompatible initial states
created by the retiming. Table IV suggests that SPMM does
not benefit particularly when self-comparison is done. (This is
due to the fact that state variables are paired only by cone of
inference of outputs. Otherwise, corresponding state variables

TABLE V
OVERALL STATISTICS

are avoided to be paired together. Doing so destroys BDD
sharing in the experiments of self-comparison.) This supports
that the results of Table III are relevant for comparing the three
methods. Also, observe from Table IV that SPMM is relatively
stable when moving from self-comparison to comparing against
retimed versions. For example, for and , the results
in Tables III and IV are similar for SPMM, but STPM and
SPPM yield substantial variances. The stability of SPMM
derives from the fact that it depends mainly on the maximum
number of registers in the two designs plus the number of
equivalence classes encountered.

Another view of Tables III and IV is shown in Table V, where
the second and third columns denote the numbers of wins in
terms of smaller memory and time usage, respectively, and the
last gives the number of examples on which the method failed.
This analysis indicates that SPMM is, on average, more efficient
and more rugged than the other two methods.

We did not experiment with the equivalence checking
between inequivalent circuits. However the expectation is
that, according to Theorem 10, all of the three verification
techniques can report the nonequivalence in the same iteration,
say in the th iteration. To generate a counterexample, on the
other hand, both STPM and SPPM have time complexity
while SPMM has . This difference results from the fact
that, in SPMM, the input information of the previous iterations
is thrown away when equivalence nodes are reexpressed using
newly introduced variables.

To summarize the results, the major limitation of SPMM is
the encountered number of equivalence classes during verifi-
cation. In contrast, STPM and SPPM do not suffer the same
limitation because equivalence classes are not explicitly repre-
sented in the BDDs. For a circuit with a not-so-deep depth of
refinement and a “reasonable” number of equiva-
lence classes per output, SPMM has a great chance of verifying
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it. On the other hand, due to the fact that the number of equiv-
alence classes in the reachable state subspace is invariant under
different implementations, SPMM tends to be the most robust
verification technique.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper consists of two parts: the identification of equiv-
alent states and the verification of sequential equivalence. We
show that the former can be done efficiently by BDD-based
functional decomposition. By introducing the multiplexed ma-
chine, we can verify sequential equivalence by means of state
partitioning in the sum space, a new possibility to do formal
equivalence checking. In high-speed designs, a great portion
of registers are for timing speed up rather than increasing
the number of equivalence classes of states. In such cases,
state-space partitioning would become preferable to state-space
traversal.

A major advantage of the new verification technique is the
substantial reduction in the number of state variables. Com-
pared to product-machine-based techniques, our approach al-
most halves the number of state variables. Although there is an
intrinsic restriction on the BDD variable ordering, to overcome
it and minimize the BDD sizes, several techniques are proposed.
These make our algorithm even more promising.
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